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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 

Estuaries are the zones at the transition from the river to the ocean. They support diverse 
ecosystems which aid in sustaining the home of billions of people. Due to the differences in 
density of salt- and fresh water, flow stratification occurs and saltwater can intrude into the 
estuary. Hereby, the dense salt water propagates at the bottom landwards, while the fresh water 
flows seawards above the salt water. Extreme events such as a storm surges and prolonged low 
river discharge can cause saltwater to intrude further inland than usual, limiting the availability of 
fresh water.  

During recent periods of drought in the Netherlands (2011, 2018, 2019 and 2020), the 
intrusion of salt water severely limited freshwater availability, threatening the supply of fresh 
water for agricultural and industrial uses. In 2018, some waterways did no longer allow shipping 
and river ecosystems were affected by salinization. Regions most troubled by the shortages of 
fresh water were almost compelled to transport fresh drinking water by ships. 

Moreover, estuaries are modified worldwide to allow shipping, construct harbours, to reclaim 
land and improve flood safety. Many of these measures have the undesirable side-effect of 
increasing salt-water intrusion. In addition, climate change (CC) causes sea-level rise (SLR), and 
more extreme river droughts. Both impacts of CC can worsen saltwater-intrusion (Ranasinghe et 
al.), due to which our future supply of fresh water will be increasingly at risk during extreme 
events.  

Measures for mitigating salt-intrusion involves traditional ‘grey’ engineering, often related to 
precautions in the construction of hard structures, e.g. floodgates and locks. An alternative is  the 
use of nature-based solutions (NBS) (e.g. wetlands, bivalve beds or bedforms). Such measures, 
based on engineering of ecosystems, have dynamics on their own as they might be able to adapt 
to long-term changes (Borsje et al., 2011; Temmerman et al., 2013), potentially offering 
sustainable solutions. Effective design of NBS requires in-depth knowledge of these natural 
systems. Since these measures involve both physical and biological aspects and act on vast 
spatial and temporal scales, effective design can be an intricate undertaking. The field of 
research studying the combination of physical and biological development of such systems is 
called biogeomorhology or ecomorphology. In addition, while theoretically NBS show potential to 
reduce intrusion of salt water, limited research has been performed to support this hypothesis.  

Estuarine regions are already experience SWI problems which is expected to increase in the 
future, and NBS are proposed as sustainable measure to combat this increasing problem. This 
generates an imperative desire to improve understanding of the relation between NBS and SWI, 
both on large temporal scales (extreme events to climate change) and large spatial scale (small 
scale processes to the whole estuary). Knowledge gained towards this relation will aid authorities 
and businesses alike when combating estuarine SWI for the present and future.  

1.2 Literature questions 

Within this literature review available knowledge is identified, serving as a starting point for 
the subsequent PhD research. The literature report will be divided in two main sections. The first 
section will focus on the knowledge around the natural processes within an estuary, related to 
SWI and development of its natural systems. This section is guided by the following questions:  

1. How does salt water intrude into estuaries? 
2. How do estuarine sand dunes develop and what is their relation with saltwater-intrusion? 
3. How do natural systems at the estuarine sides develop and what is the feedback of this 

development on salt dynamics of estuaries?  
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The second part will focus on various modelling aspects, identifying state-of-the-art salt-
intrusion and ecomorphological models, and on available methods to improve modelling 
efficiency.  

4. How is state-of-the-art salt-intrusion and ecomorphological modelling performed? 
5. Which methods are available to reduce computational efforts? 

1.3 Outline 

In chapter 2, identified literature on natural processes within estuaries is discussed, related to 
SWI and natural estuarine systems. Hereby, first we will delve into estuarine SWI (Section 2.1). 
Next, we will look in to estuarine bedforms, the sand dunes and their development (Section 2.2). 
In the last part of this chapter, natural systems at the estuarine side, wetlands and bivalve beds, 
are discussed (Section 2.3). Chapter 3 focusses on modelling of estuarine development and salt-
intrusion. Hereby, state-of-the-art modelling practices are identified (Chapter 3). Herewith, 
capabilities and limitations are identified when modelling salt-intrusion or estuarine development. 
Next, methods are identified to reduce computational efforts (Chapter 4), to combat the ever 
increasing computational demands of the state-of-the-art models. Finally, the conclusion of this 
report is presented in chapter 5, wherein a brief answer to the posed questions are given.  
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2. ESTUARINE PROCESSES 

Within this chapter, estuarine processes related to SWI and development of natural systems 
are addressed. First, the focus will be on the process of SWI (Section 2.1), whereby the SWI 
processes (e.g. mixing processes) and problems concerning SWI and freshwater availability are 
discussed. Also, it is elaborated why intrusion of salt water is increasing in many estuaries. 

Natural systems at the estuarine bed and sides are able to affect SWI. These natural systems 
develop over time and consequently, their impact on SWI also varies over time. Within the 
second part of this chapter, it is discussed how these natural systems at the bed (estuarine sand 
dunes) develop over time and are able to affect SWI (Section 2.2). Next, we will identify the 
natural processes at the estuarine sides (bivalve beds and wetlands), and how they develop over 
time and affect SWI (Section 2.3). 

2.1 Salt-intrusion in estuaries 

2.1.1 The process of salt intrusion 

Within estuaries, both saline water from the sea and fresh water from a river affects the 
motion of water. Since the fresh- and saltwater have different densities, stratification can occur. 
Hereby, the dense salt water propagates landwards below the fresh water, while the fresh water 
from the rivers flows seawards (Figure 2.1). 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematization of salt‐intrusion within a stratified estuary. 

When describing estuarine salt-intrusion, it is important to be aware if the estuarine system is 
well mixed, stratified or partially mixed. Namely, where on the scale between mixed and stratified 
the estuarine system is will determine how fast and far the salt water wedge can intrude inland. 
Characteristically, within a stratified estuary, the river discharge is dominant over the tidal inflow 
into the estuary. Within a well-mixed estuary, the opposite is true and tidal currents are dominant 
over the river discharge. In between these two extremes, systems are called partially mixed 
(Figure 2.2). The system characteristic, from stratified to well mixed, can be determined with 
indicators such as a Canter-Cremers number or estuarine Richardson number (Savenije, 2006). 
Within these indicators, the difference in relative density between salt and fresh water, the tidal 
characteristics and potential energy ratio between the river discharge and tidal period are key 
parameters. 

During extreme events, such as storm surges and low river discharge, increased sea levels 
and low river discharges can occur, respectively. Consequently, the estuary can become more 
tidal or river dominant and the mixing process, and hence also the intrusion lengths, can vary 
from its usual state (de Nijs et al., 2011).  
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.  

Figure 2.2: Longitudinal distribution of the salinity for a stratified estuary (a), a partially mixed estuary (b), and a 

well‐mixed estuary (c). (Savenije, 2006) 

Kinds of mixing 

Estuaries can be classified between stratified and well-mixed, but various mixing processes 
lead to estuaries being mixed or stratified. Mixing occurs due to two main drivers, 1) energy 
coming from the density differences between fresh- and salt-water and 2) the energy coming 
from tidal motion in and out of the estuary.  

Turbulent mixing is a vertical mixing process caused by friction between the motion of water 
and the estuarine bed. This friction is transferred through particles higher up in the water column 
caused by shear stress, which is conveyed through turbulence. Due to this process, the flow 
velocity is near zero at the bed, increasing further from the bed. This turbulence causes mixing of 
water particles, due to which mixing of fresh- and salt water can occur. While well researched, 
turbulence and its impact on mixing fresh and salt water is of limited importance compared to 
other mixing processes discussed below. (Savenije, 2006) 

Gravitational mixing occurs due to difference in hydrostatic pressure on the seaside 
compared to the river side within an estuary. Depth-averaged net hydrostatic pressure is zero, 
but there is a pressure differential over the depth (Figure 2.3). Consequently, a tide-averaged 
circulation is present in estuaries, where salt water flows landward over the estuarine bed, and 
again flows out towards the sea near the surface. This process causes a vertical salinity gradient, 
which is an important factor for fresh-salt mixing in estuaries. Besides vertical circulation, also 
lateral circulation takes place (MacCready & Geyer, 2009; Savenije, 2006). Wang et al. (2010) 
showed that man-made constructions can substantially affect both horizontal and vertical flow 
circulation. 

When an estuary floods and the estuary rising, there is saltwater flowing into the estuary. 
During ebb, the volume of salt water within the estuary reduces, causing the salt water to also 
flow towards the sea. This results in a fluctuation in net discharge, which will be highest during 
ebb and lowest during flood. The magnitude of this fluctuation depends on estuarine 
characteristics. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematization of estuarine salinity structure (top). estuarine circulation is caused by hydrostatic 

pressure gradients. In the bottom figure, hydrostatic pressure at the river side (PR), sea side (PS) and net hydrostatic 

pressure (Pnet) over the depth are schematized using brown triangles. Pnet results in the depicted estuarine 

circulation (bottom). Figure adapted from (MacCready & Geyer, 2009). 

Another form of mixing is tidal trapping. This form of mixing is mostly dominant in estuaries 
with large variations in hypsometric bathymetry of an estuary near its mouth, e.g. shallow bays, 
tidal inlets or tidal flats. Because of the bathymetry, the tide can be ‘trapped’, causing a phase 
difference between filling (flood) and emptying of the estuary, resulting in density variations 
(Savenije, 2006).  

Finally, tidal pumping is a mixing process by residual currents. This form of mixing occurs 
mostly at the estuarine mouth, and is proportional to the width of the estuary, contrarily to the 
previously discussed mixing processes which are more dependent to the salinity gradient. The 
process depends on the hydrodynamics of the inflow and outflow at the mouth. Namely, 
estuarine outflow during ebb is pointed directly out of the estuary, while inflow during flood comes 
more evenly distributed from all directions (Figure 2.4). Hence, the inflowing water can contain 
‘new’, unmixed seawater that has a higher salinity then water flowing out during ebb. This 
process also occurs in the vertical, due to estuarine vertical circulation as explained above 
(Figure 2.3). (Savenije, 2006) 

 Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of inflow and outflow hydrodynamics in an estuary causing tidal pumping. 
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The problem of estuarine salt-intrusion 

Intrusion of saltwater into estuaries is a natural process, and estuarine regions are 
characterized by their unique habitat for flora and fauna that can survive in fresh to saline 
environments. Nonetheless, during extreme conditions, SWI is larger than normal. When this is 
the case, the saltwater can damage the strictly freshwater ecosystems (Tully et al., 2019).  

Furthermore, freshwater coming from rivers has many uses for people living within the area, 
supplying water for drinking, agriculture and industry. However, already at very low salinity 
concentrations (the threshold for sodium and chloride in drinking water is 150mg/l), the water 
loses its functionality for these purposes (Van der Aa, 2003).  

 

 Figure 2.5: Overview of drinking water intake points in surface waters in the Netherlands (RWS, 2009). 

Using the example of the Netherlands, various freshwater intake points are located in the 
Rhine-Meuse Delta, an estuarine region ( Figure 2.5). While under normal circumstances, SWI 
lengths are not sufficiently large so that these intake points are not affected by salt water. During 
high sea-levels or prolonged low river discharges, SWI lengths can increase such that these 
intake points are affected and the intake points are no longer suited to supply fresh water. During 
recent droughts (2003, 2011, 2018 & 2019), several freshwater intake points experienced salinity 
concentrations above the maximum allowed levels, due to which freshwater had to be imported 
elsewhere.  

2.1.2 Why is saltwater-intrusion increasing 

When an estuarine system changes, this also affects the process of SWI. Such changes can 
be related to changes in hydrodynamics (tidal inflow, river discharge) but also due to changes in 
the estuarine bathymetry (natural or artificial).  

Sea levels are rising. As a consequence, estuaries are prone to become more tidal dominant, 
increasing intrusion lengths of salt water during daily conditions. Furthermore, due to the 
changing climate, occurrences of extreme events such as storm surges and droughts can 
increase in both frequency and severity. As mentioned earlier, during these extreme events, the 
impact of SWI is most severe. Hence, problems occurring due to intrusion of salt water will 
increase as well.  
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Besides the changing climate, anthropogenic changes also have substantial impact. Eslami 
(2020) showed that for Mekong Delta, while SLR is expected to increase to ~2 mm/year, relative 
SLR, including land subsidence can be up to ~10mm/year. This subsidence is caused by various 
anthropogenic processes. Moreover, in this case for the Mekong Delta, they show that the 
increased tidal amplitude within the delta, including the processes of river bed and river bank 
erosions, is expected to be around 20mm/year, 10 times higher than the expected SLR. Erosions 
of these river beds and banks are caused mostly by human activities, e.g. sand mining upstream.  

Furthermore, estuaries worldwide are heavily modified for transport and harbor ships, for land 
reclamation and improving flood safety. Such measures alter estuarine bathymetry which can 
and often have unwanted side-effects, for example increasing SWI lengths, increasing freshwater 
availability problems (Ralston & Geyer, 2019).  
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2.2 Estuarine sand dunes 

Sand dunes can be observed in shallow estuaries with depths below 100 m. They are large 
rhythmic bed forms and can vary greatly in height and length. Heights of 2 m are observed in the 
Weser estuary, Germany (Nasner, 1975) and  4 m (wavelength <80 m) up to 17 m (wavelength = 
118-300 m), with water depths of 30+ m,  are observed in Long Island Sound USA (Fenster et 
al., 1990). Within the Netherlands, sand dunes are identified between the mouths of the south 
western Delta, between the estuarine mouth of the Rhine to the Scheldt estuary (Giardino et al., 
2012). They are often asymmetric, with a steep slope in the direction of the river flow. The 
estuarine sand dunes also migrate, with observations showing migration rates in the order of 
tens of meters per year (Aliotta & Perillo, 1987; Bokuniewicz et al., 1977). 

2.2.1 Development of estuarine sand dunes 

Estuarine sand dunes develop through an interplay between hydro-, sediment-, 
morphodynamics and biology. The motion of water causes special differences in sediment 
transport, enabling sand dune development. Conversely, estuarine sand dunes affect 
hydrodynamics also, imposing a roughness on the water flow. While limited research is 
performed on estuarine sand dunes, knowledge of related bed forms, marine sand waves and 
river dunes, provides insights on how estuarine sand dunes develop (Hulscher & Dohmen-
Janssen, 2005). 

Within shallow seas and oceans, marine sand waves can be observed. Formation of these 
bed-forms is explained by a free instability of the seabed, subject to the motion of water. 
Interaction between sinusoidal bed perturbations and tidal flow causes a tide-averaged residual 
flow in the form of vertical circulations which are directed from the trough of a sand wave to the 
crest (Figure 2.6), as shown by Hulscher (1996). When net sediment transport by this process is 
from the trough to the crest, the sand wave grows. Besides tides, storms and seasonal wind 
climate also affect marine sand wave development (Campmans et al., 2019; Campmans et al., 
2018), by affecting the waves and tidal flow.  

These hydrodynamic conditions cause transport of sediment. Both bed load-, and suspended 
load transport act on the bedform development, wherein slope-induced transport is also an 
important factor. While bedload transport causes a net transport effect towards the crest of sand 
waves, causing growth, slope-induced and suspended load transport cause a net transport 
towards the trough, causing decay, as shown by (Borsje et al., 2014). The slope-induced and 
suspended load transports limit equilibrium wave lengths and amplitudes of the sand waves (Van 
Gerwen et al., 2018). 

 
Figure 2.6: Schematized overview of flow profiles (arrows) over marine sand waves, estuarine sand dunes and 

river dunes. Tidal averaged flow is displayed for marine sand waves (doted), and flow separation for river dunes 

(solid lines). How the tidal averaged flow and flow separation work within estuarine sand dunes is unknown 

(question mark). Figure retrieved from van der Sande et al. (2019). 

River dunes, which are similar bed forms observed in fluvial systems, are studied because 
they impose roughness on the flow, resulting in increased water levels during high discharge 
events. Similar to tidal sand waves, small perturbations in the bed will develop into these large-
scale bed form. While within marine sand waves tide averaged flow determines bed-form growth, 
for river dunes this is due to the unidirectional flow in rivers. In addition, flow separation occurring 
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in the troughs is highly relevant for river dune formation and development (Paarlberg et al., 
2007). 

Estuarine sand dunes are believed to be influenced by processes acting on both tidal sand 
waves and river dunes. Hence, hydrodynamic processes relevant in either tidal sand waves or 
river dunes will influence estuarine sand dunes, such as tidal motion, river flow, storms, and flow 
stratification. The same sediment transport processes are also expected to affect their growth, 
e.g. bedload, slope-induced and suspended load transport. Also, benthic organisms have shown 
to affect development of both tidal sand waves (Borsje et al., 2009; Damveld et al., 2020; 
Damveld et al., 2019) and river dunes (Amsler et al., 2009) and, consequently, are also assumed 
to affect estuarine sand dune development. 

These bed forms have in common that they influence flow energy and hence must be 
considered to accurately predict flow dynamics. When no flow separation occurs, these 
processes can be captured with hydrostatic numerical models, e.g. shallow water equations. 
However, flow separation occurs when lee side angles of the dunes become greater than 11° to 
18°, depending on relative height. When such flow separation occurs, hydrostatic models cannot 
accurately predict flow and non-hydrostatic modelling is required (Lefebvre & Winter, 2016). 
Alternatively, the impact of the bed forms can be assessed in a highly simplified manner, namely 
based on friction factors whereby functions are developed and  friction factors are based on bed 
form characteristics such as the bed form relative height, the aspect ratio (height-to-width) and 
lee side angle. Moreover, the imposed roughness’s also affect the generation of bedforms (Idier 
et al., 2004) so that the interaction between hydrodynamics and bedforms is quite complex. 

2.2.2 Impact of estuarine sand dunes on salt-intrusion 

As already shown for river dunes, estuarine sand dunes can potentially alter net flow patterns 
and impose a roughness on the motion of water. This will cause regions of turbulence, flow 
separation and mixing between the separated layers (Figure 2.7). This way, sand dunes can 
cause vertical mixing of fresh and salt water and thus reduce SWI lengths. However, to what 
extend sand dunes can influence SWI, through their impact on hydrodynamics is not yet known.  

 
Figure  2.7:  Conceptual  diagram  of  turbulent  flow  over  river  dunes  in  transient  conditions  under  4  different 

conditions. The figure illustrates changes in the flow regime under these conditions. Retrieved from: Unsworth et al. 

(2018). 
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Besides the impact of estuarine sand dunes on vertical mixing, estuarine sand dunes might 
be able to affect SWI in another way also. Namely, by dampening/altering the tidal energy 
entering the estuary, potentially leading to reduced intrusion lengths. However, if this is the case 
remains to be seen.  
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2.3 Estuarine sides and their natural systems 

The sides of estuaries are characterized by temporal inundation, either due to high sea levels 
or large river discharges. Due to the temporal inundation, in combination with the aggregation of 
often fertile soil, ecosystems are observed at the sides of estuaries. Within this report we look at 
processes affecting SWI. Hence, we will focus on ecosystems which are resilient to saltwater, 
namely saltwater wetlands or salt marshes and saltwater bivalve beds. 

2.3.1 Salt marshes 

Salt marshes occur mostly on shorelines with temperate latitudes with mud or sand flats 
which are build up with sediment and biomass coming from flows of river or tides. In lower 
latitudes, around the tropics, mangroves are found at these locations. Salt marshes prefer 
environments where there is a form of shelter of hydrodynamic conditions such as estuaries or 
intertidal areas. Furthermore, salt marshes occur in areas with a slow coastal slope and relatively 
high tidal range resulting in sediment accretion on the mud flats (Allen & Pye, 1992; Chapman, 
1974).  

In general, the initial growth of a salt marsh occurs with above mentioned conditions 
combined with sufficiently calm conditions for vegetation to colonize the marsh. This results in a 
mud flat transforming into a pioneer zone, which gradually heightens and develops into a mature 
marsh. Erosion of a salt marsh is characterized by the formation of a marsh cliff where waves 
attack this cliff causes erosion (Bouma et al., 2016; Loon-Steensma, Slim, et al., 2012; Silinski et 
al., 2016).  

Hydrodynamics 

The daily tidal flow is a process that delivers sediments which make accretion possible, as 
well as biomass which allows vegetation to grow (Gedan et al., 2009). Through asymmetry in the 
tide, a net transport is created towards or away from the coast. Furthermore, the tidal flow results 
in sediment sorting as well. Due to smaller particles having a lower critical Shields parameter, the 
smaller particles will accrete closer to the coast than heavier particles, which are likely to settle 
further away from the coast or in the marsh streams. (Loon-Steensma, Slim, et al., 2012) 

The formation of a salt marsh starts when, due to net sediment transport towards the coast, 
accretion occurs near the coast. This results in the tidal flats increasing in height relative to sea 
level. This results in a deceasing inundation rate and period of the tidal flats during flood which 
gives opportunity for vegetation to colonize (Loon-Steensma, Slim, et al., 2012). If vegetation has 
established on the tidal flat, the vegetation retains sediment which comes in with the tides and 
increases accretion and upwards growth. This in turn further decreases the inundation rate and 
period and again increases accretion (Bird, 2008; Pethick, 1984).  

Waves transport sediment in suspense from the tidal flat towards the coast during flood. This 
sediment is trapped in the salt marsh resulting in an increase in the height of the marsh platform. 
Large wave heights result in the salt marsh becoming shorter and steeper while lower waves with 
less energy impact the marsh such that it has a lower coastal gradient (Best et al., 2018). 

Storm surges cause both a higher water level and a stronger wave intensity. This can result in 
a significant increase in sediment supply and thus accretion of the salt marsh substrate (Loon-
Steensma, Slim, et al., 2012). Flume experiments show that a mature marsh substrate is able to 
resist surface erosion under all storm conditions, indicating the potential of salt marshes in aiding 
coastal protection. Although the mature marsh did not erode, the flume experiments did find that 
vegetation does flatten and break in these conditions (Moller et al., 2014).  

Sea levels pose a boundary condition for salt marsh growth, since accretion of salt marsh 
does not occur up till the highest spring tide. When SLR does not occur, the salt marsh will 
eventually dry up and peat will form (Loon-Steensma, Slim, et al., 2012). When SLR does occur, 
salt marsh can heighten with the rise in sea level. However, modeling studies indicated that this 
will not always be the case. In Best et al. (2018), modelling different SLR scenarios shows that: 
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“despite the net import of sediments and biomass productivity all SLR scenarios applied 
eventually led to partial or complete drowning of the marsh-mudflat system”. Within this study, 
the salt marsh eventually did not keep up with SLR is due to insufficient sediment supply as well 
as biomass accumulation. It should be noted that, within this study, a constant sediment supply is 
applied throughout the entire simulation period (e.g. no increased accretion due to storms). 

Morphodynamics 

The total sediment supply will thus be an important factor to overcome coastal risks due to 
SLR. The total sediment supply can change by sediment entering via river mouth, local erosion 
or alongshore currents. Larger particles are transported at the bed and settle in the lower zones 
and tidal creeks of the salt marsh while the smaller particles which are in suspense accrete in 
higher zones due to the fall velocity corresponding with the grain size.  

An interesting morphological feature which can occur along a marsh is the marsh-edge. The 
changing edge of the salt marsh, the location where tidal flats end and pioneering zone begin, is 
an interesting phenomenon since its understanding can aid in predicting the width of a salt 
marsh. Its location has shown cyclic behavior between erosion and expansion on time scales 
larger than decades (Allen, 2000; Van der Wal et al., 2008). In this cycle, the processes related 
to the start of marsh erosion and expansion are of main interest (Figure 2.8). 

The start of erosion is suspected to be caused by having a stable marsh next to a dynamic 
tidal flat. This can initiate a difference in elevation between tidal flat and adjacent marsh and thus 
a cliff develops which is attacked by wave action resulting in erosion (Bouma et al., 2016). 
Expansion starts by either seedling establishment or by clonal shoots. Seedlings are able to 
colonize when the inundation period and rate are sufficiently low, which is dependent on the 
relative elevation of the tidal flat. Expansion due to clonal shoots is regulated mainly by tidal 
inundation and wave energy at the tidal flat. This suggests that the location of the salt marsh 
edge is determined by the change in bed level and inundation period in front of the salt marsh 
edge (Silinski et al., 2016). This suggestion has been observed in recent research (Willemsen et 
al., 2018). The effects of several cycles with erosion and expansion on a salt marsh is shown 
below (Figure 2.8). In the case of this figure, it results in gradual increase of the salt marsh, 
however this is not always the case. Furthermore, it is important to note that horizontal and 
vertical evolution of a salt marsh are not necessarily linked (Fagherazzi et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, tidal channels exist within marsh systems. Their formation is caused by the 
increased bed shear stresses in between vegetation patches. These newly formed channels can 
again fill up with sediment or further develop landward depending on the local hydrodynamics 
and sediment characteristics (Perillo & Iribarne, 2003; Temmerman et al., 2007). The tidal 
channels form a natural drainage system of the salt marsh which is crucial for growth of marsh 
vegetation where the vegetation in turn influences the further development of the channels. 
Furthermore, the channels result in sediment sorting, where larger sediments settle within the 
creeks (Loon-Steensma, Slim, et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 2.8: schematic model for salt marsh development due to the cyclic erosion and expansion events (Allen & 

Pye, 1992) 
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Ecology 

With the tidal inflow, sediment and biomass are transported towards the coast. When salt 
marshes form, and the inundation rate and period slow down, vegetation is able to colonize on 
the newly formed pioneer zone. This is possibly due to uprooting or burying of seedlings (Hu et 
al., 2015). The vegetation is able to retain sediment which results in more accretion, and results 
in the marsh height increasing.  

The vegetation is crucial for the ability of a salt marsh to dampen wave action to reduce 
coastal risks and strengthen the marsh against erosion during storm surges. Flume experiments 
showed that vegetation is responsible for up to 60% of wave attenuation (Moller et al., 2014). 
Additionally, marsh vegetation reduces erosion at the front of a marsh, increasing stability of the 
marsh (Silliman et al., 2019). However, as mentioned previously, vegetation can die off or break 
during extreme storms. 

Furthermore, tidal wetlands are among the most valuable ecosystems on earth. They are able 
to treat waste, e.g. carbon sequestration, (Chmura et al., 2003), whereby they are able to 
sequestrate 3.5-10 times more carbon then grasslands. Also, they provide organic material and 
nutrient cycling (Costanza et al., 1997). Several institutes ensure the quantity of salt marsh and 
its quality as ecological habitat for nature preservation as well. A salt marsh with a high 
biodiversity attracts different animal species and gives potential for recreation (Loon-Steensma, 
Groot, et al., 2012). 

Additionally, vegetation characteristics have substantial impact on the overall morphological 
development of marshes. Recent research indicated that fast colonizing vegetation favor pre-
existing channels and the landscape configuration is consequently consolidated. However, when 
slow colonizing vegetation is present, formation of new channels occurs more often. Hence, the 
landscape displays more potential for self-organization (Schwarz et al., 2018).  

2.3.2 Bivalve beds 

Similar to salt marshes, bivalve beds are observed in estuaries with temperate latitudes. In 
tropical latitudes, coral reefs play the role of these bivalve beds. The bivalves consume algae 
entering the system through tides and harden the substrate. Consequently, they affect 
hydrodynamics and morphology, as well as improve water quality and provide shelter for many 
organisms, improving biodiversity (Schulte et al., 2009).  

Within estuaries, oysters and mussels can be observed. Hereby, mussels can be found in 
streams or creeks along an estuary, both in fresh and salt water depending on its species. 
Oysters, however, are only present in salty sea waters. 

Hydrodynamics 

These bivalve beds reduce near-bed velocities and increase turbulence, due to the induced 
roughness by the bivalve shells. The kinetic energy of turbulence increases as a function of the 
flow velocity, similar to equilibrium boundary layer shear flows. Observations also showed 
increased drag coefficient and hydraulic roughness, with values averaging 𝐶 ,  

  0.025 compared to the observed 𝐶 ,  0.004. Observations indicated a simple 

roughness formula for oysters whereby the bottom roughness is equal to 5 times the average 
height of the oysters (Styles, 2015). 

Oyster reefs have also shown to reduce wave energy. However, the reefs studied in Schulte 
et al. (2009) displayed little wave attenuation during high inundation levels (above 1.5m). Hence, 
they are not likely to aid in coastal protection during storm conditions.  

Morphodynamics  

Ecosystems of bivalves develop based on both local- and large scale processes, whereby 
local interactions create small scale patches, similar to salt marshes, and larger scale processes 
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determine the morphology of these patches relative to the rest of the landscape (van de Koppel 
et al., 2012). Locally, the bivalves protect deposited sediment from erosion by covering it. 
Consequently, they stimulate sedimentation at the location of the mussel bed, but downstream 
as well. Large patches of bivalve beds have shown to reduce sedimentation, indicating that self-
organization of patchy or striped bivalve beds is beneficial to their survivability (van Leeuwen et 
al., 2010).  

Several studies are identified which set up artificial bivalve beds to study and promote their 
growth. One study displayed substantial increase in bivalve density on high-relief reefs (Schulte 
et al., 2009). Another study experienced that, due to overexposure to hydrodynamic forces, all 
artificial beds were flushed in the first year. Hereby, day-to-day wave exposure seemed the 
limiting factor for the resilience of these artificial beds (de Paoli et al., 2015). 

2.3.3 Estuarine sides on salt-intrusion 

Similar to estuarine sand dunes, the impact of wetlands and bivalve beds on SWI is not yet 
researched. However, process understanding of both the natural systems and SWI intrusion 
does show how these systems at the estuarine sides may affect estuarine mixing.  

As mentioned earlier, identified estuarine mixing processes are: turbulent mixing, gravitational 
mixing, tidal trapping and tidal pumping (section 2.1.1). Regarding turbulent mixing, both 
wetlands and bivalve beds increase bed roughness. Consequently, turbulence is increased 
which will result in more vertical mixing. Nonetheless, as pointed out by Savenije (2006), 
turbulent mixing is less dominant then the other mixing processes in most estuaries.  

Gravitational mixing relates to flow circulation within the estuary, both vertical and horizontal. 
The presence of estuarine sides may affect vertical, but most probable horizontal flow circulation. 
This way, these natural systems may increase mixing also. 

Tidal pumping and tidal trapping relate to mixing processes related to the estuarine planform 
near the estuarine mouth. For both processes, the presence or absence of estuarine sides may 
substantially affect both mixing processes. E.g., an estuary with a narrow mouth, where further 
landward a wide wetland is to be found, may substantially increase mixing by tidal trapping 
compared to an estuary of constant hypsometry. On the other hand, an inlet which includes a 
fast stretch of wetlands can affect the process of tidal pumping. 
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3. MODELLING OF ESTUARINE DEVELOPMENT 
AND SALT-INTRUSION 

Investigating ecomorphology and salt-intrusion within estuaries can be performed with various 
methods, e.g. empirical relationships, laboratory scale tests, observations or empirical, physical, 
analytical or numerical models. The models can range from highly schematized to process-based 
(Dam et al., 2016). Schematized models are based on inductive reasoning by assuming 
equilibrium relations between the system and its forcing. Process-based models have a 
deductive character, taking physical processes as starting conditions and not defining equilibrium 
conditions beforehand (Kragtwijk et al., 2004).  

Within this section, we will focus on process-based models, which to some extend apply 
empirical relationships. In addition, a distinction is made between salt-intrusion modelling and 
ecomorphological modelling. First, salt-intrusion modelling is discussed (Section 3.1), followed 
with ecomorphological modelling, which is divided in morphological modelling (Section 3.2) and 
ecomorphological modelling (Section 3.3). Finally, model uncertainty is addressed in brief 
(Section 3.4). 

3.1 Salt-intrusion modelling 

1D forecasting systems 

For practical, 10-day SWI, a state-of-the-art 1D network model is routinely used within the 
Netherlands. Such 1D models represent the 3D physical processes though 1D dispersion 
coefficients. Hydrodynamic data is fed into these models, which are obtained from, among other 
models, 2D (soon to be 3D) storm surge models, e.g. (Zijl et al., 2018). To compensate for 
errors, and improve forecasting, extensive monitoring and ensemble data assimilations are 
applied. With the forecasted data, decision makers can take proper precautions such as altering 
sluice operations or saving of drinking water, to minimize SWI problems. 

In addition, these 1D models can be set-up for fast, long-term impact assessments, e.g. as in 
van den Brink et al. (2019). Herein, 50 years of variable hydrological forcing is used within a 1D 
hydrodynamic model of the Rhine-Meuse delta (RMD). An impact assessment is performed on 
how often chloride concentrations exceed the drink water threshold under present and future 
conditions. Also, adaptive strategies are tested for the RMD using this 1D model. 

However, these models have limited accuracy to simulate SWI due to 1) the coarse grid 
resolutions that do not account for the small-scale mixing of flow and 2) due to the large amount 
of parameterization applied for mixing processes and how this influences propagation speed of 
the salt water wedge. In addition, research on SWI is often focused on single waterways. 
However, estuarine networks, e.g. delta systems, often have multiple estuaries which are 
interconnected. One example of research on an entire delta system with a network of estuaries is 
by Chen et al. (2016). However, the 3D processes at the nodes of channels are thus far poorly 
understood. 

Hard structures on salt-intrusion 

Artificial structures, such as locks and floodgates, are present in estuaries worldwide and 
severely affect free flow of salt and freshwater at the coastal boundary. Hence, these structures 
substantially affect SWI. Various studies, applying hydrostatic models, are performed on how the 
stratified flows behave in hard structures such as locks (Oldeman et al., 2020; van der Ven & 
Oldenziel, 2018). Ebrahimieramia et al. (2021) and Vermeulen et al. (2015) identified that 
saltwater accumulates in scour pits behind floodgates. Such scour pits require non-hydrostatic 
models and detailed research is yet to be performed hereon. Hereby, problems occur during low 
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river discharges, during which salt is accumulated within the scour which can cause intrusion 
inland. 

Estuarine wide salt-intrusion 

While some salt-intrusion processes occur on relative small-scale, such as intersections or 
hard structures, research indicates that processes offshore, e.g. wind and waves, affect mixing of 
stratified layers along the land boundaries at the coast of estuaries. Such processes require large 
spatial scales to study, as shown in Schloen et al. (2017).  

SWI thus acts on large spatial scales as well. Moreover, it also acts on large temporal scales, 
from extreme weather events, causing extreme SWI into the estuary, to climate change which is 
expected to change SWI on a decadal + time scale (Chen et al., 2016; Rasmussen et al., 2013). 
Hereby, the forcing conditions act on various temporal scales, where waves, river discharge and 
tidal forcing have daily to also annual variation patterns (spring tide cycle, seasonal wave climate 
and river discharge, etc.); and the changing climate adds trends to these conditions. Towards 
these CC trends, the research of Akter et al. (2019) suggests that SLR will impact SWI mostly 
conditionally and locally, while reduced river discharges will affect SWI gradually and along the 
coast of an entire delta.  

Until recently, modelling of SWI often proved to underestimate the intrusion lengths of the salt 
water wedge (van der Kaaij, 2020). Also, many modelling efforts indicate the difficulty of 
modelling salt-intrusion under extreme events. Kranenburg et al. (2016) studied SWI in the 
Rhine-Meuse Delta, both using sigma layers and fixed (Peña et al.) layers (Figure 3.1). They 
showed that salinity intrusion can vary greatly with different model configurations, horizontal grid 
resolution and grid layer concept. However, both for the sigma and fixed layers, salt-intrusion 
results were deemed satisfactory for engineering purposes.  

More recently, modelling efforts were undertaken to model 3D estuarine salt-intrusion within 
the Rhine-Meuse Delta (van der Kaaij, 2020). Herein, the goal was to reduce the often 
underestimated intrusion length of the salt wedge. The main approach hereto was to test various 
vertical kinds of layers in the vertical model plain. In the model, 2 layers were tested. One is the 
traditional approach for modelling of water in motion, sigma-layers. The other was combined 
sigma-z-layers, whereby the z-layers are implemented in the lower half of the vertical plain. 
Results indicated that, having the combined sigma-z-layers substantially improved modelling of 
the propagation of the saltwater wedge (Figure 3.2). 

Eslami (2020) applied a 1D-2D coupled barotropic model in combination with an analytical 
model (as proposed by Savenije (2006) to study the impact of sea level rise (SLR) on areas 
affected by SWI within the Mekong Delta, Vietnam. Hereby, they aimed at trying to understand 
the substantial underestimation of SWI development in previous studies, even on a relatively 
short time scale of several years (Eslami et al., 2019). What their research pointed out was that 
while SLR of ~3mm/year, both for RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5, would increase areas affected by SWI. 
However, the impact of erosion and subsidence within the delta, anthropogenic changes, would 
lower the elevation of the delta at rates much greater than predicted SLR, totaling up to 
10mm/year relative SLR as well as 20mm/year increase in tidal range (Figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.1: Visualization of vertical‐layering in non‐depth averaged numerical models (van der Kaaij, 2020). 
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Figure 3.4: A summarizing diagram on the effect of processes on SWI within the VMD (Eslami, 2020). 
As a consequence of this increase in relative SLR and tidal range, model simulations were 

performed to make new predictions on how SWI would increase. Including both erosion events 
and land subsidence, the increase in SWI affected areas increased more than 3 times over for 
the RCP 8.5 climate scenario (Figure 3.4). This study shows the importance of modelling not only 
hydrodynamic changes within estuarine systems, but also morphological changes to make 
accurate predictions on future SWI problems.  

 

Figure 3.5: Extend of SWI in the Mekong delta under various Climate change scenarios (Eslami, 2020). 

3.2 Morphological development 

While the challenges in salt-intrusion modelling lay mostly in the complex 3D processes on 
various spatial scales, one of the major morphological modelling challenges is the large 
timescales it acts on. Namely, studying responses or processes of estuarine systems, e.g. how 
they react to human-induced changes occurs on a geological timescale of decades to centuries 
(Hoitink et al., 2017).  

Approaches to study morphological development 

Studies on morphological development can be performed in various ways. One way is using 
observational studies. However, these studies are often limited due to the absence of long-term 
bathymetry data as well as the infrequent and large resolution of the data. Consequently, such 
studies do not lend themselves well for gaining a comprehensive understanding of estuarine 
systems. In addition, laboratory experiments are performed, whereby the physical processes are 
reproduced. These experiments are generally used to study the impact of a single variable on the 
process at hand. However, due to the inevitable scaling which is performed in these experiments, 
results can be affected. (Li et al., 2018) 
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Process-based models, coupling hydrodynamic and morphological processes, have the 
potential to provide a wide range of information, from local to estuarine wide, on short and long 
timescales. In addition, numerical laboratory experiments can be applied to, once set-up, more 
efficiently study processes and the influence of single variables, e.g. Borsje et al. (2014). 
Limitations of these process-based models are that, for starters, these models still need 
validation based on field observations to gain confidence in their ability to predict results. Also, 
they are fairly computational intensive, still limiting their potential for long-term studies (e.g. 
decadal+ timescale). 

Understanding the system – idealized models 

To improve understanding of the processes causing morphological development of a system, 
idealized models are often applied. Hereto, 1D modelling tools are used to study long-term 
(century+) morphological and morphodynamic developments, e.g. Todeschini et al. (2008). 
These models have benefit the substantial reduced computational efforts, compared to models of 
multiple dimensions. However, due to the over-simplified geometry applied in these 1D models, 
2D bed patterns, e.g. shoals and wetlands, cannot be represented well (Roelvink et al., 2016). 

To study more detailed estuarine morphological processes, such as estuarine shoals, 2DH 
(depth-averaged) models can be applied. These models are able to simulate realistic channel 
shoal patterns after decades or centuries of simulation time, when starting with a rectangular 
basin with flat bed and when using simplified forcings (Van der Wegen & Roelvink, 2008). In 
addition, sand bar formation can be simulated (Guo et al., 2015). Similarly, within Braat et al. 
(2017) an idealized 2D model is applied to simulate sediment sorting processes and simulations 
were able to represent development of mudflats. Furthermore, such models lend themselves well 
for analyzing the respective impact of tidal and fluvial control on estuarine development (Guo et 
al., 2015). 

 

Figure 3.3: Modelled estuarine morphologies after 600 years under varying tidal ranges, river discharges, 

sediment settling velocities and simulation modes. (Zhou et al., 2020). 
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However, since these models are 2DH, they are unable to account for the stratified salt- and 
freshwater flows present within estuaries. Including flow pattern over the depth of the water 
column will enable analyzing processes such as estuarine flow circulation. To study these 
processes without using a fully 3D model, 2DV modelling can be applied. In Tarpley et al. (2019) 
an idealized estuarine model is developed in 2DV (one vertical layer) to analyze the impact of 
cohesive sediment dynamic processes, e.g. bed consolidation, sediment-induced stratification 
and flocculation within an estuary. Their results showed that bed consolidation and flocculation 
caused sediment erodibility and settling velocity to vary over space and time within the estuary, 
even though in studies including cohesive sediments, uniform values are used for both sediment 
erodibility and settling velocity. 

Within Zhou et al. (2020), morphological modelling in 2DH vs 3D is compared. In addition, the 
impact of flocculation and varying hydrodynamic boundaries on system development is studied. 
Results show that the system grows less seaward, but more intertidal areas develop when 3D 
processes are included. The impact is most notable when neither tidal nor fluvial forcing 
dominates over the other. Also, when the system is characterized by fine sediments and a 
relatively large river discharge and estuarine depth, including the 3D effects of stratified flows are 
more important (Figure 3.5). Unfortunately, 3D modelling requires substantially more 
computational efforts relative to 2D models. Consequently, 3D modelling is not often applied to 
study long-term morphological development. 

Predicting estuarine development – complex models 

While idealized models are well suited for understanding system processes, more realistic 
models allow for fore- or hindcasting of a system. Forecasting a system development with 
induced changes, as a reaction to climate or anthropogenic changes, or human interventions, 
can be highly beneficial for policy makers. However, high-resolution predictions are often 
desired. Herewith, unwanted developments can be assessed and if need be, policy changes or 
interventions can be made. 

Another approach of modelling morphological development is performed by (Eslami et al., 
2019). In this study, morphological changes within the model are based on geomorphological 
and groundwater modelling to determine land subsidence (Minderhoud et al., 2017). This was 
performed to assess the impact of climate change and anthropogenic changes on SWI within the 
Mekong Delta. Results indicated the substantial impact of anthropogenic changes, such as 
subsidence and erosion due to sand mining and sand trapping upstream, on the increasing SWI 
within the Delta.  

Besides studying the impact of climate change or anthropogenic change, the impact of direct 
human interventions can also be studied using realistic morphological models. Within Luan et al. 
(2017) it was studied how estuarine development could be controlled and steered, and the 
impact of projected changes to the system were assessed. Siemes et al. (2020) assessed the 
impact of various artificial structures to reduce erosion of a foreshore. Van der Wegen and Jaffe 
(2013) hindcasted decadal morphological development. Hereby, 3D flow stratification, sand and 
mud sediment fractions, tide, waves and river flow were included, resulting in a detailed and 
complex setup. In addition, upstream mining was included by altering river sediment discharges. 
Under the substantial amount of processes and input data, modelled and observed 
morphological development still showed strong resemblance, and the impact of sand mining to 
the systems development could be assessed (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.7: Morphological development of measured (a, b) and modelled (c, d, e) during 1856‐1887 (a, c) 1951‐

1983 (B, D) and 1983‐2015 (E) in the San Pablo Bay (Van der Wegen & Jaffe, 2013). 

Nonetheless, as discussed in Duong et al. (2016), morphological modelling with concurrent 
tides, waves and river flow forcings is still limited, especially when seasonal variations are strong. 
Within such systems, modelling morphological development for a few years remains challenging, 
and the models are often not successful when assessing long-term development (e.g. 100 
years), e.g. when assessing CC impacts. 
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3.3 Ecomorphological modelling 

More and more, the importance of interaction between ecological processes and 
morphological processes are recognized to assess the development of natural systems, 
developing a new field of research, called biogeomorphology or ecomorphology. Within coastal 
areas, this field is of importance mostly in the intertidal zones, e.g. mudflats, salt marshes, 
mangroves and floodplains, where interactions between flora and fauna and morphological 
development shape the landscape.  

Vegetation in wetlands and marshes 

State-of-the-art, process-based modelling of vegetation development on salt marshes is often 
performed by adding a vegetation module to the hydrodynamic and/or morphological models. 
However, similar modelling processes are applied in other intertidal areas worldwide, e.g. 
mangrove forests (Balke et al., 2011). Within these vegetation modules, rules are described for 
vegetation establishment/growth and plant failure. E.g., a vegetation establishment within such a 
dynamic vegetation module can start with an initial plant density, whereby the vegetation can 
spread with a seed establishment function, which often includes a probability function. 
Vegetation failure can be described by certain critical conditions (e.g. inundation height, bed 
shear stress, bed level change) as proposed and applied in (Best et al., 2018; Temmerman et al., 
2005). 

Another example of such a vegetation module is called the windows of opportunity method, 
which incorporates vegetation lifecycle stages. Similar to the method mentioned before, 
conditions should be such that uprooting or burying of the seedlings is prevented (Hu et al., 
2015). However, during the various life cycle stages of the plant, failure conditions might vary. 
Namely, during the first lifecycle, no inundation is allowed so establishment can take place. 
During the second window, the plant gradually grows, increasingly being able to resist rough 
conditions as it grows. During the 3rd phase, vegetation is fully grown and failure conditions are 
constant. Indicating parameters for the 2nd and 3rd windows of opportunity can be based on e.g. 
modelled bed shear stresses (Hu et al., 2015) or modelled rate of change in bed elevation 
(Poppema et al., 2019). Vegetation is then modelled as stems of a certain diameter and height, 
whereby density can increase and decrease based on its development. While this module is 
suitable when studying the potential for vegetation to establish in a system, it does not account 
for spreading, making it less suitable to study long-term development.  

 

Figure 3.4: Schematization of the windows of opportunity framework. During WoO1, the critical disturbance 

depth (CDD) should be zero. In the windows after, CDD increases up till 𝐶𝐷𝐷 . Within this framework, during 

WoO2 and WoO3, a maximum of erosion (E) and sedimentation (S) is allowed for vegetation to remain. (Poppema et 

al., 2019) 
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A recent study, performed by Schwarz et al. (2018) researched feedbacks between 
morphology and plants showing that these feedbacks are key to simulate development of salt 
marshes. They show that fast colonizing species favors stabilization of pre-existing marsh 
channels and strengthen the initial landscape, while the opposite is true for slow colonizing 
species. Consequently, vegetation dynamics and different vegetation characteristics can lead to 
an entirely different landscape (Figure 3.8). 

With these model results, they propose a framework to determine when vegetation should be 
accounted for dynamically, or when vegetation can be assumed stable (either absent or always 
present) (Figure 3.9). Namely, in cases of fast morphological development and high 
hydrogeomorphic disturbance, paired with slow vegetation colonization and where lateral 
vegetation expansion is dominant, vegetation will not establish easily and a bare landscape can 
be assumed. Contrarily, when morphological development is slow and hydrogeomorphic 
disturbances are low, paired with fast vegetation colonization and seed recruitment is dominant 
over lateral expansion, a stable vegetated marsh can be assumed. In the cases in between both 
extremes, dynamic vegetation modelling is required since the landscape will be self-organized 
and may change over time. 

Figure 3.5: Numerical model results for varying life‐history scenarios (from fast colonizing (1/1; top) to slow 

colonizing (0/8; bottom) with Spartina plant properties. Left: Model scenarios. Middle: Plant biomass and 

topography results. Right: Longshore transect of topography at the arrow (Schwarz et al., 2018). 
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Figure 3.10: Conceptual models showing equivalent timescales between vegetation colonization and 

morphological development are required for the emergence of self‐organized dynamics. The colonization dominance 

index (CDI) indicates if a vegetation type is either a fast homogeneous colonization dominated by recruitment from 

seeds when CDI is low, and slow patchy colonization dominated by lateral expansion when CDI is high (Schwarz et al., 

2018). 

Biology in bed forms 
Also for bed form development, marine and fluvial, modelling of biology and ecology are 

introduced. Recently, benthic species are included in modelling of marine sand waves (Damveld 
et al., 2020). The organisms are represented in the model as small cylinders in patches in the 
bed whereby the population density increases according to a general law of logarithmic growth. 
Bed shear stress is used for population control to create the desired feedback mechanism. 
Inclusion of biology in sand wave modelling reduced the time in which sand waves reach 
equilibrium. 

Within state-of-the-art process-based numerical modelling software, such as Delft3D(-FM) 
and SWAN, algorithms are available and under development for describing effects of vegetation 
on the hydrodynamics (flow resistance, wave dissipation), and ecomorphology (sediment 
trapping, vegetation generation) (Deltares, 2019). Consequently, ecological engineering can and 
is increasingly implemented in day-to-day modelling efforts.  

Limitations  

Great steps are being made in modeling of ecology in such process-based models. 
Nonetheless, still many simplifications are used, which can lead to inaccurate results. For 
example, Berends et al. (2020) shows that representing vegetation as rigid cylinders to estimate 
roughness greatly underestimate the roughness of vegetation patches. Moreover, vegetation 
roots can greatly reduce erodibility of the topsoil of marshes (Francalanci et al., 2013), a process 
participating in the development of marsh edges. However, modelling of such processes is often 
excluded.  
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3.4 Model uncertainties 

Within the previous sections, the potential of the state-of-the-art models are shown. However, 
it should be considered that models are inherently a simplified representations of reality. Their 
results contain various sources of uncertainty (Haff, 1996). Being aware of these uncertainties is 
a good first step of dealing with them. Also, methods are available to analyse the impact of these 
uncertainty sources. Below, various sources of uncertainties are presented, as well as some 
methods of dealing with them. 

Inherent uncertainty 

Within numerical modelling programs, the program itself can be a source of uncertainty, e.g. 
due to the numerical schemes, time stepping, etc. While there is no easy workaround for this, 
one should try to be aware of the (in)capabilities of modelling software. This can be performed by 
looking at validation studies of the software. Also, the model may itself reflect autogenic chaos. 
This means that the model shows disproportionately large variations in the results when input 
slightly differs. When a model displays autogenic chaos, this implies that the process-based 
model may not be viewed as fully deterministic, but partly stochastic. Ensemble modelling, or 
using aggregated parameters, can be used to analyse a models sensitivity for this inherent chaos 
(Li et al., 2018; Roelvink et al., 2016). 

Process uncertainty 

Within process-based models, the description of the processes in itself is a source of 
uncertainty. E.g., in previous sections, modelling of 2DH versus 3D is addressed whereby the 
assumption of depth-averaged flow is tested as well as excluding sedimentary processes such 
as flocculation affecting model output (Zhou et al., 2020). To assess the uncertainty and impact 
of such processes, simulations can be performed with- and without the presence of the process 
at hand. Variation in results will indicate the models sensitivity towards these simplifications. 
However, it might be that process understanding or required data is insufficient to include the 
process within the model. In such cases, being aware of the limitations of your model and its 
processes can aid when interpreting the results, preventing the modeller to make conclusions too 
eagerly. Also, further research into that process might be needed before further modelling 
research can be performed successfully.  

Input uncertainty 

Input parameters for model processes are often simplified and cause uncertainties, e.g. 
sediment fractions instead of the detailed distributions, a single representative wave forcing 
instead measured waves or rigid stems for vegetation. Also, initial conditions of the model are a 
source of uncertainty, such as initial bathymetry or the roughness’s of the system, from either the 
bed or vegetation. Forcing conditions fall within the same category. How accurate is the input you 
use and what is the impact hereof on the output. While in some cases there is no alternative to 
having a simplified setup, e.g. due to limited data availability, its simplification should be 
considered when interpreting results. 

Within Warmink (2011), the uncertainty of hydraulic roughness on water levels in river models 
is researched. Herein, the uncertainty of hydraulic roughness’s, a key factor in determining water 
levels within rivers, is assessed using both aggregated expert opinions and predictive models. 
With the improved knowledge on roughness values and its uncertainty, an analysis can be 
performed on how this uncertainty in input translates to uncertainties in output. In the case of 
Warmink (2011), this is performed with a Monte Carlo Simulation. 

Sensitivity analysis’, such as the Monte Carlo Simulation, can be performed to identify how 
sensitive model results are towards these input parameters. A multitude of model simulations are 
performed in which the input parameters are varied between the boundaries of realistic values for 
said parameter. If this analysis indicates that certain parameters result in major uncertainty, a 
more detailed assessment of that parameter may be performed and included within the model to 
reduce uncertainty. 
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Calibration and validation 

Another modelling practice to deal with uncertainty, often combined with a form of sensitivity 
analysis, is calibration and validation of the model output. When calibrating a model, model 
output is compared to observations, and the model is adjusted to fit those observations. A 
sensitivity analysis can aid in this regard, since it will indicate which settings the model is 
sensitive to, and hence which settings can be adjusted to improve model results. When a model 
shows good resemblance with observations, the model may be deemed valid. Hereto, Williams 
and Esteves (2017) propose a guideline, setting calibration standards for sufficient performance 
level where estuarine hydrological or sediment models should adhere to (Figure 3.6).  

However, one might want to reduce the models complexity to reduce computational efforts. 
This might lead to a model losing its validity. Nonetheless, this does not mean that you cannot 
have both. Within Duong et al. (2018), a model is first validated and calibrated using realistic 
forcings. Afterwards, the calibrated model it is applied with simplified forcings to assess 
morphological development. Hence, model validity is retained while computational efforts are 
reduced. A multitude of modelling practices are available in this regard. The given example and 
others are introduced and elaborated in more detail in the next chapter. 

Figure 3.6: Statistical guidelines to establish calibration standards for a minimum level of performance for coastal 

and estuarine hydrodynamic and sediment models. Herein, SPM is suspended particle matter, RMSE the root‐mean‐

squared error, R the correlation coefficient and SI the scatter index. Figure taken from (Williams & Esteves, 2017). 
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4. ON IMPROVING MODELLING EFFICIENCY 

In this chapter of the report, methods applied to reduce the computational efforts of models 
are addressed. First, upscaling techniques are discussed (Section 4.1). Herein, a model is 
optimized and simplified to reduce computational efforts while the desired output remains valid. 
Next, surrogate modelling is addressed. Within this report, surrogates are divided in two main 
categories, physically-based surrogates and data-driven surrogates. First, physically-based 
surrogates are introduced, whereby the output of correlated models are linked (Section 4.2). 
After, data-driven surrogates are introduced (Section 4.3). For surrogate modelling to be 
successful, it is important to be aware of the various sampling methods, training and over- and 
under fitting. This is also addressed in this section. An overview of these elements, involved 
when using surrogate models, are visualized below (Figure 4.1). Finally, alternative approaches 
to reduce computational efforts, related to separating models and timescales, are discussed 
(Section 4.4). 

Computational restraints can often be a limiting factor when using process-based, numerical 
models. It is expected that model complexity will increase at a similar rate as the general 
increase in computational power (Castelletti et al., 2012), making these methods useful for the 
present and future. 

 

Figure 4.1: Diagram of elements involved in surrogate modelling, as addressed in this chapter. Figure adapted 

from (Razavi et al., 2012b). 

4.1 Upscaling techniques 

Within this section, various techniques are addressed, used to accelerate or upscale model 
simulations. First, input reduction (IR) and model reduction (MR) are discussed, which have the 
potential to reduce computational efforts with a factor of 10 10  and 10 10  respectively (Li 
et al., 2018). Next, timescale reduction (TR) is discussed, which contains methods such as 
MORFAC, and other multi-timescale acceleration techniques. Herewith, computational efforts 
might be reduced by a factor of 10 10  (Li et al., 2018). Finally, application of the models of 
reduced complexity is addressed. 

Input reduction 

When reducing the input or forcing conditions within a model, this is called input reduction 
(IR). To give a simple example hereof, let’s look into a case where flood risk of a river is to be 
analyzed. Instead of having an entire year of varying discharge as input, only an extreme 
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condition can be simulated for several days, substantially reducing simulation time and thus 
computational effort. Other applications are when e.g. simulating waves. Hereto, Walstra et al. 
(2013) use IR in a more complex manner, creating a representative wave-forcing, alter the 
sequence of wave conditions or reducing the timespan (compressing) the input. Within Luijendijk 
et al. (2019), they reduced a wave-series by filtering conditions of low wave energy, which likely 
had limited impact. Also, they set up a framework for separating a wave-timeseries, running them 
in parallel and weighing and merging the resulting bed level changes of these separated series 
(Figure 4.2). Results showed that input filtering and compression can provide fairly accurate 
results (compared to brute-forcing), while substantially reducing computational efforts. However, 
the process itself can become labor intensive.  

 

 

Other examples of IR, which are commonly used in morphological models, are using a 
representative (harmonic) tidal signal instead of a more detailed tidal forcing, or using a simplified 
hydrograph for the river discharge which can be repeated annually, e.g. Sloff and Huismans 
(2012). While IR is mainly used on input within the hydrodynamic timescale, it can also be used 
to simplify sediment input into the system, e.g. replacing a range of sediment fractions for a 
single one, or simplifying bed composition. Nonetheless, applying IR techniques in general within 
morphological models should be performed with precaution. Assuming a reduced input might 
substantially alter predicted morphological development (Walstra et al., 2013). Namely, 
simplification can result in altered bed-level change, which then changes hydrodynamics, again 
resulting in altered bed-level change, etc.  

Model reduction 

With model or process reduction (MR), simplification of the model is performed in regards of 
e.g. processes, dimensions or grid resolution. Processes which are of limited importance to the 
desired output might be left out to reduce model complexity and thus reduce computation time. 
Also, a detailed 3D model might be reduced to a 2DH/2DV or even 1D model if it fits the research 
purpose. Grid optimization can also prove fairly useful, whereby one might have a small grid size 
or grid type in the area of interest, while at the outer domain grid size may be substantially larger 
, e.g. (Anouk Bomers, Ralph Mathias Johannes Schielen, et al., 2019). One might also choose to 
reduce the temporal scale, cutting out part of the model since it’s of no interest for the research. 
(Li et al., 2018) 

Figure 4.1: Visualization of the brute force merged technique, as applied in Luijendijk et al. (2019) 
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Timescale reduction 

Various timescale reduction techniques are identified, many with their own pros and cons. 
These methods are applied to bridge the gap between processes of different timescales, e.g. the 
hydrodynamic timescale and the timescale of morphodynamical evolution.  

A technique most commonly used for morphological modelling is the morphological 
acceleration factor method (MORFAC) (Lesser et al., 2004; Ranasinghe et al., 2011). Herein, 
within every computational timestep, calculated morphological changes are multiplied by this 
factor. This way, a single tidal cycle of hydrodynamic modelling with a MORFAC of 100 can 
represent 100 tidal cycles of morphological development. The major assumption hereby is that 
per computational timestep, the morphological change is linearly related to the hydrodynamics. 
However, morphological developments take place on a larger time scale than typical flow 
changes. While this assumption is not accurate for a single timestep, results at the end of a full 
tidal-cycle can be fairly accurate (Roelvink et al., 2016). The magnitude of the MORFAC which 
can be used is highly dependent on how dynamic the system is, as well as how accurate 
predictions should be, and can vary between 10 to over 200. A priori quantification of the 
maximum MORFAC allowed for various systems can be performed. Hereto, Ranasinghe et al. 
(2011) derived a criteria to gain an initial estimate, namely: 

𝐶𝑟
𝐶 𝑀𝐹𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑥
0.05  

Hereby, 𝐶𝑟  is the morphological courant condition, 𝐶  is the propagation celerity of the 
bed forms, 𝑀𝐹 is the morfac, 𝑑𝑡 is the hydrodynamic time step and 𝑑𝑥 is the grid size.  

The tide-averaging approach is another TR technique for morphological modelling. Hereby, 
throughout one tidal-cycle, sediment transport is computed. After the cycle, the tidal averaged 
transport is then computed. Based on the tide-averaged sediment transport, morphological 
changes are computed and implemented within the model. This approach is often applied in 
linear stability type models in tidal environments, see e.g. (Dodd et al., 2003). 

Application of a lower-fidelity model 

When combining the model acceleration of all the reduction techniques above, the total 
acceleration factor can be obtained by simple multiplication of all acceleration factors, namely: 

𝑓 𝑓 ∗ 𝑓 ∗ 𝑓  

Wherein 𝑓 is the acceleration factor for the total, and per reduction technique, respectively. As 
mentioned before, the potential acceleration factor per reduction technique is 10 10  for IR, 
10 10  for MR and 10 10  for TR (Li et al., 2018). Applying the formula gives a potential 
total acceleration factor of 10 10 , showing the great potential of the various acceleration 
techniques.  

However, an important aspect of applying these reduction techniques is assessing if the 
results are still valid. For example, reducing the input to simplified representative conditions 
might cause the model to not capture important morphological behavior of the system. Hence, it 
is important to observe the impact of such reduction techniques. This can be done by performing 
a brute-force simulation initially (actual time series as input, no reduction techniques) for a short 
simulation period. Then, after each action to reduce the model, observe the impact hereof on that 
short simulation period. Also, the fixed relation between the rate of sediment supply (S) and the 
rate of change of accommodation (A) can be observed (the A/S ratio, commonly applied within 
morphological modelling studies). Namely, this relation should remain the same throughout the 
model simplification (Li et al., 2018). 
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4.2 Physics-based surrogates 

In physically-based surrogates, outputs of correlated models are linked using approximation 
functions or response surfaces, similar to data-driven surrogates. When the models are linked, 
the results of one model can be used to approximate the results of the other. Because of the 
nature of physics-based surrogates, a model simulation is still needed to find values in the 
emulated system, after a response service is derived. This is not the case with data-driven 
surrogates (Section 4.3). Physics-based surrogates can be applied to reduce computational 
efforts when a multitude of scenario’s are to be analyzed. However, if and how much 
computational efforts it can spare is heavily dependent on what you want to study. Since the 
applied models are correlated, and based on the same physical processes, physics-based 
surrogates are fairly efficient and highly reliable outside the range of the training data (Razavi et 
al., 2012b). 

Multi-fidelity framework 

An example of a physics-based surrogate is the multi-fidelity modelling framework, which is a 
way of merging correlated models of different fidelities to obtain accurate results with reduced 
computational efforts. Koutsourelakis (2009) demonstrates the application of Bayesian inference 
to derive a relationship between the desired output of a high and low-fidelity model. 

Since the low-fidelity model applies the same processes as the high-fidelity model, this multi-
fidelity framework shows to be more efficient and highly reliable outside the range of calibration, 
relative to data-driven surrogates (which are discussed in section 4.3) (Razavi et al., 2012b). 
Berends et al. (2019) applied this approach to couple two morphological models of varying 
fidelities, whereby the low-fidelity model had reduced grid resolution, to assess the sedimentation 
of an idealized estuarine channel.  

 

Figure 4.3: Example of the multi‐fidelity approach to link high‐ and low fidelity morphological output. For a single 

output, A possible range of high‐fidelity values are predicted for a single low‐fidelity output (indicated by the red 

lines). (Berends et al., 2019) 

Besides the given example, no application of this approach within the fields of hydrodynamics 
and morphological modelling are identified. Nonetheless, in other fields, the framework is more 
broadly applied. Peherstorfer et al. (2016) shows an overview of this framework as well as a wide 
range of applications hereof. 
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Linking pre- and post- adjustment 
models 

However, the linking of models can prove 
useful outside of the multi-fidelity framework 
also. Namely, the method can also be 
applied to link pre- and post-intervention 
models. E.g., as applied in (Berends et al., 
2018), river interventions within an idealized 
model are coupled to the reference model 
without intervention (Figure 4.4). Within this 
research a Bayesian approach, as 
developed in Koutsourelakis (2009), is 
applied.  

The steps for determining the correlation 
function between pre-intervention model (X) 
and post-intervention model (Y), following 
Berends et al. (2018), are shown on the right 
(Figure 4.5). 

Results showed that the mean estimated 
post-intervention results (Bayesian 
approach) are fairly similar to using a 
classical Monte Carlo approach. However, 
uncertainty ranges are increased using this 
method. By using the Bayesian approach, 
the research in question reduced 
computational efforts by 65% compared to 
the classical Monte Carlo analysis. If 
reduced uncertainty is desired, the sample 
size can be increased accordingly.  

While in this example, the model setup 
was adjusted according to two interventions 
(Figure 4.4), the method can be applied 
more broadly.  

Figure 4.2: Schematization of two river interventions; Dike relocation and floodplain vegetation removal (left). 

Correlation of reference model with intervention models (right). The figures show the design water levels pre‐

intervention (X) and post‐intervention (Y). The dashed lines show the confidence interval for estimated post‐

intervention water levels (Berends et al., 2018). 

Figure 4.3: Schematized overview of the steps to 

approximate a post‐intervention model output function. 

With p uncertain parameters, Monte Carlo sample size 

of n, subsample size m, and n ≫ m, X and Y are the pre‐ 

and post‐intervention model output, respectively, 𝑌 is 
the approximated output and ∆𝐻 is the intervention 

effect (Berends et al., 2018). 
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4.3 Data-driven surrogates  

In the physics-based surrogates of the previous section, a response surface is used to link the 
output between two correlated models. For data-driven surrogates, response surfaces are 
created purely based on output-data generated with a model. While many types of data-driven 
surrogates exist, three steps are generally involved when applying such surrogates. 

It often starts with a design of experiments to generate a sample with which to train or fit the 
response surface, and to identify the most appropriate design sites (Section 4.3.1). Next, a data-
driven model is chosen to represent the data (e.g. Artificial Neural Networks, Gaussian Progress 
Regression model) (Section 4.3.2). After that, the training data is fitted to the surrogate model 
(Section 4.3.3). Finally, the limitations of data-driven surrogates are addressed (Section 4.3.4). 

4.3.1 Design of Experiments 

Model simulations are often very complex and involve numerous variables with intricate 
correlations. Design of Experiments (DoEs) are methods or strategies to efficiently ‘fill the space’ 
of the multi-dimensional variable space, choosing design sites to capture the behaviour of the 
underlying system, over the limited range of the variables. Design sites refer to sites within the 
multi-dimensional variable space, used to train the data-driven surrogate. To clarify by example, 
in a scenario where only the Chezy-roughness is varied (1D variable space), a single Chezy 
value (input) and its related model output will serve as a single design site. The relationship 
between the Chezy value and model output is the response surface of the model.  

Before a response surface is derived, little or no knowledge is usually available to its shape. 
Hence, DoEs tactically distribute design sites so that desired understanding of the system/model 
can be optimized. Within surrogate modelling, DoEs are used a priori to determine design sites 
which will result in the most optimal training of the response surrogate (Razavi et al., 2012b). 

 

Figure 4.6: Recommended DoEs based on the number of factors and system complexity (Kleijnen et al., 2005). 

A wide range of DoE methods are available. Full factorial design, fractional factorial design 
and central composite design are strategies often used when the number of design/input 
variables are low. Namely, within the full factorial design, it is recommended to apply 2  design 
sites, where k = amount of factors or input variables. With a response surface with 10 
dimensional input space, 1024 design sites are required. This is unfeasible in almost all 
numerical models. Other strategies, e.g. Latin hypercube sampling or symmetric Latin hypercube 
sampling involve randomness in the process of choosing design sites, making them more 
effective methods for a larger amount of design variables. (Razavi et al., 2012b) 
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Within Kleijnen et al. (2005), a practical users’ s guide to the world of DoEs is proposed. 
Herein, the number of input parameters (fractions) and the expected complexity of the response 
surface are key indicators to determine which method suits best for your problem (Figure 4.5).  

With most methods, a guideline is available for the total amount of design sites required. 
However, for practical reasons, the optimal amount of design sites is often not only dependent on 
the method, response service complexity or the number of fractions. Namely, the available 
computational budget is of high importance and can be the limiting factor. 

In practice, the optimal size of design sites is often determined based on extensive testing. 
Hereby, the only prior knowledge is the minimal required design sites for the particular response 
surface approximator to function.  

4.3.2 Response surface approximators 

Response surface approximators can estimate the response surface of complex, and 
computationally heavy models. Various data-driven response surfaces exist, such as artificial 
neural networks (ANNs), radial basis functions and Gaussian processes. Hereof, ANNs are most 
commonly used in complex systems, due to their versatility, having the potential to handle 
incomplete and noisy data. Also, they are able to predict multiple outputs while accounting for 
their interrelationship. They are applied in many fields of research, e.g. water resource (Anouk 
Bomers, Ralph MJ Schielen, et al., 2019; Razavi et al., 2012b) and morphological (Goldstein et 
al., 2019) related researches. Hence, ANNs will be elaborated more in depth below. 

Artificial neural networks 

An ANN exists out of an input layer, hidden layers where each hidden layer has a certain 
amount of neurons, and an output layer. With various weights and functions in these layers and 
neurons, the system can approximate output, based on the given input. Within the example 
below, a ANN with one hidden layer and two neurons is depicted, with 7 input parameters and 
one desired output (Figure 4.6). Obtaining a multitude of outputs is also possible using ANNs. 

 

Figure 4.7: Structure of an Artificial Neural network with one hidden layer and two neurons, as applied in and 

retrieved from A Bomers et al. (2019). 

The input and nodes within the hidden layer are connected through equations, as shown 
below:  

ℎ 𝑓 ∗ 𝑎 𝑤 𝑥  

Here, 𝑥  is the input variable, ℎ  is the response of neuron j, f is the transfer function (e.g., 
quadratic, sigmoid) 𝑤  indicate the weight between 𝑥  and ℎ , 𝑎  is the added bias. Continuing 
from one hidden layer to another, or to the output, a new set of activation functions, weights and 
biases are used (Goldstein et al., 2019). 
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Razavi et al. (2012b) gives an overview of data-driven surrogates used for model optimization 
within water resources. Goldstein et al. (2019) analyses the use of machine learning to 
approximate data-driven response surfaces within coastal sediment transport and 
morphodynamics. It includes a multitude of applications for suspended sediment transport, 
sandbar morphodynamics, and various studies of shoreline position. Both sources give a great 
overview of the state-of-the-art for data-driven surrogates.  

Determining an appropriate structure 

Construction and use of the network involve various decisions. Decisions include the number 
of hidden layers and the amount of neurons in each layer. Also, the type of transfer function 
between inputs, neurons and outputs can be chosen.  

Various methodologies are available to determine the appropriate structure of an ANN for a 
certain problem, as identified in (Razavi et al., 2012b). However, using these various methods on 
the same problem will result in different appropriate structures. Also, in practice, trial-and error is 
often used to determine the structure in surrogate modelling studies.  

While many hidden layers can be applied, often only one or two are used. A single layered 
ANN has been proven to approximate any function accurately. However, using two hidden layers 
can considerably reduce total number of neurons. Another consideration when choosing the 
structure, is that ANNs with multiple layers are more prone to fall into local minima, instead of 
finding the absolute minimum.  

Within a single-hidden-layer ANN, the optimal number of neurons is a function of the 
complexity of the response surface and the availability of training data (design sites) (Razavi et 
al., 2012a). Since the complexity of the response surface is often unclear a prior, the amount of 
training data is the leading indicator, which is highly dependent on available computational 
power. A strategy often applied is to increase  the training data sample when required and 
altering the ANN structure accordingly.  

In A Bomers et al. (2019), a single layered ANN was used. To derive the suitable numbers of 
neurons, 20 neurons were used within the initial ANN structure. While this structure provided 
good results, for risk of overfitting it was tested if less neurons would suffice (overfitting is 
discussed in more detail in section 4.3.3). The amount of neurons were incrementally reduced 
until loss of information took place. The result was that an ANN structure of 1 layer and 2 
neurons approximated the result sufficiently accurate. This simple ANN structure might indicate 
that the problem was not fairly complicated, and another approximator might suffice. Hence, the 
same problem was tested using a linear regression model, a Gaussian process regression 
model, and a Quadratic Support Vector Machine (see Bomers et al. (2020). While all types 
showed capable, the ANN performed best, resulting in the smallest confidence interval for the 
performed analysis. 

CNNs, GNNs, and more 

Above, a basic artificial neural network is discussed. However, for various applications, 
different kinds of artificial neural networks can be used. Convolutional neural network (CNN) are 
fairly similar to a general ANN. The main distinction is that the hidden layers of a CNN perform 
convolutions instead of general matrix multiplication. CNNs are commonly used for vision related 
tasks, e.g. image recognition and image classification (e.g., see Yamashita et al. (2018). 

ANNs and CNNs are developed to deal with Euclidean data. However, some tasks require 
dealing with non-Euclidean data, such as graphed data. Examples hereof are the control of traffic 
networks, learning molecular fingerprints or recommendation networks on social media. Other 
domains in which learning from non-structural data is desired are text data (e.g. the dependency 
of sentences) and images (e.g. the scene graph of images). Hereto, graph neural networks 
(GNNs) are proposed as a useful tool. To interpret the graph data, the messages passing 
between nodes and graphs are captured within neurons of the GNN. Recently developed 
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variations of GNNs include graph convolutional network (GCN), graph attention network (GAT) 
and gated graph neural network (GGNN). (Zhou et al., 2018) 

While many more forms exist, e.g. radial bias functions, probability neural networks, graph 
convolutional networks and more, the basic structure and principles discussed above hold for all 
identified forms of ANNs.  

4.3.3 Fitting the data 

When the desired training data is created, and the appropriate response surface surrogate is 
determined, training of the approximator can start. Hereby, both input and output is fed to the 
data-driven surrogate, which adjusts the network parameters (weights and functions) based on 
the training data. This process can be time-consuming, and different training methods can be 
chosen, e.g. using Genetic algorithms or genetic programming (Goldstein et al., 2019).  

Common practice is to keep adding new design sites for training over time, to refit and refine 
the network. Hereby, a good strategy is to refit the surrogate model after each time an original 
function is evaluated (e.g. the adaptive cursive or approximation uncertainty based frameworks).  

It was noted that one of the pros of using ANNs are their potential to approximate multiple 
outputs, and account for their correlation. However, it should be noted that having a problem with 
multiple and correlated output might require infeasible amounts of training data to function as 
desired. An alternative might be to have an ANN structure per desired output, and use the entire 
set of training data for each of these ANNs. Although correlation between outputs might not be 
accounted for within the ANN itself, the decreased amount of training data required can be 
substantial (Razavi et al., 2012b). 

Over- and under fitting 

Common problems which can occur when applying surrogates are overfitting and underfitting. 
When an ANN is overfitted, it performs better on the training data, but fails to approximate the 
response of other data. This is also called memorisation of the training data, since the model no 
longer finds an appropriate response surface for the general outcome. Instead, it tries to exactly 
mimic the training data (Figure 4.7).  

It can be caused by either to many features in the ANN structure (hidden layers & neurons), 
or the complexity of the functions within the features (Bilbao & Bilbao, 2017). There are some 
ways to prevent overfitting. Firstly, the complexity of the structure of the network should match 
the complexity of the response surface. However, as mentioned before, a prior the complexity of 
the response surface is unknown. Hence, this might be performed by trial-and-error method. 
Another method is to perform feature selection. Simply put, this means to filter or adjust your 
training data, so that redundant or less important data is excluded. Also,  cost functions can be 
used to determine the best structure or function within the ANN.  

 

Figure 4.8. Overfitted and underfitted functions of data which represents a linear function with added noise.  
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On the opposite side of overfitting of a function, underfitting is found. When this occurs, the 
function fails to accurately fit the training data (Figure 4.7). Thus, the surrogate is not 
sophisticated enough to capture the response surface. Solutions are 1) adding more feature data 
(design sites) for training; 2) change the approximation function and; 3) increase complexity of 
the ANN structure. 

4.3.4 Limitations 

One of the most substantial limitations of response surface surrogates is that their 
applicability is reduced or even infeasible as a problem space has too many features, and so the 
problem space includes too many dimensions (Goldstein et al., 2019). Namely, when this is the 
case, required design sites become impractically large and not enough training data can be 
generated. Moreover, when problems contain complex response surfaces and a limited 
computational budget is available, using data-driven (or even physics-based) can be a 
burdensome undertaking and a hindrance. In such cases it is advised to find alternatives to 
surrogates (Razavi et al., 2012a). 

Strategies exist to tackle this problem, which are related to optimization of high-dimensional 
problems. One strategy is screening and consequently removing variables which are of less 
importance. Another way to minimize this problem is decomposition. Herein, you decompose the 
problem into multiple smaller problems. This strategy is talked about briefly before (Section 
4.3.3), where it is discussed that an ANN with multiple outputs can be divided in multiple ANNs 
with one output. A third strategy is to reduce the space with which the surrogate is concerned. 
Basically, the bandwidth of variable ranges is hereby reduced. While all three strategies can 
reduce the required training data, they all come with their own drawbacks, as discussed in Shan 
and Wang (2010) 

Furthermore, data-driven surrogates are not reliable outside of the parameter range for which 
they are trained. Namely, a change within the model simulation outside the range of input 
parameters (which are used for training of the ANN) can invalidate the ANNs approximations. 
When this is the case, retraining of the ANN for the new situation will be required with a 
broadened range of input parameters (Berends et al., 2019). Physics-based surrogates are less 
sensitive to this problem, since they use correlated models which use the same physical 
processes. 

Moreover, as demonstrated throughout this section, data-driven surrogates are inherently 
susceptible to various sources of randomness, also human induced. Single use of such a 
response surface means applying only a single performance level observation, while a wide 
population of performance levels are possible. Hence, when possible, empirical assessment of 
the response surface should be based on multiple replicates (repetition of the experiment; 
development of the response surface), so that the variability within the process can be estimated 
(Razavi et al., 2012a). 

Finally, an ANN can be regarded as a black box model. Although it is capable of 
approximating complex response surfaces, the functions the surrogate uses are hard or not 
interpretable. Hence, they are perfectly useful when the interest in the response surface is only 
its use to approximate output. However, if the desire is to understand the reason for a certain 
response surface within a problem, or its interrelationships between variables, an ANN will prove 
less useful. 
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4.4 Separating timescales 

In most of the state-of-the-art modelling examples of chapter 3, continues modelling focusing 
on a single timescale is performed. For example, when interested in the bathymetry development 
of an estuary during the coming 10 years, 10 years of morphological development is simulated. 
In this simple example, the method fits well for the purpose of the study. 

However, when you want to analyze detailed hydrodynamics within that estuary after 10 years 
of morphological development, modelling detailed hydrodynamics and morphological 
development for the entire 10 years will result in substantial increase in computational efforts, 
maybe to such an extent that it is infeasible. Hence, in this case you want to separate the 
timescales when modelling. Namely, one could model 10 years of morphological development. 
After that, one could assess how the hydrodynamics within the system behave after this 10 years 
of development. Within this section, literature is identified in which separating timescales is 
applied when modelling, and their methods are elaborated in brief.  

Coupling models of different timescales 

Within Willemsen (2020), a similar method is used as the second example mentioned above. 
In this research, the impact of short-term extreme wave conditions to long-term stability of 
marshes is studied. Hereby, long-term ecomorphological development of the marsh was 
modelled using an acceleration factor of 100 (using the MORFAC approach). After various 
periods of simulated morphological development of the marsh (2 to 20 years), extreme wave 
forgings were imposed on the system for one day. During these extreme conditions, no 
acceleration factor is applied. Hence, the timescale of years and days are separated and 
modelled in sequence. 

Besides bridging the gap between hydrodynamic and morphological timescales, the approach 
also suits well for assessing the impact of CC. Namely, to identify how SLR affects an estuary, 
process-based morphological modelling of an entire estuary will often result in infeasible 
computational efforts, even when rigorously applying various upscaling techniques. To this end, 
empirical tools can be used to estimate the estuarine development, based on projected changes 
to the hydrodynamics (SLR, tides, waves, river discharges) due to CC.  

Leuven et al. (2019) models the impact of SLR induced threats for 36 widely varying estuaries 
worldwide. Herein, estuarine development was assessed with a semi-empirical morphological 
tool, which was coupled with a 1D hydrodynamic model. The morphological tool is applied to 
estimate both present-day and future equilibrium morphologies of these various estuaries, based 
on (predicted) surface area and (predicted) tidal ranges, obtained with remote sensing. Next, the 
hydrodynamic model is used to assess how morphological development, within these various 
estuaries, will affect in the future.  

 

Figure 4.9. Flowchart of one of the scenarios applied within the semi‐empirical tool of Leuven et al. (2019). The 

red dashed line indicates the scenario effect on water level and estuary width. Red arrows indicate changes in tidal 

amplitude at the mouth. W(x) displays the planform width (estuarine morphology) before (blue) and after (red) CC.  
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Snap-shot approach 

Within the previous example, estuarine development is estimated based on limited data using 
an empirical tool. This tool enables assessment of 36 estuaries worldwide, without the need for 
extensive data sets and computational power. When studying a single estuary, a more detailed 
approach may be more appropriate, e.g. the method proposed and applied by Duong et al. 
(2016). The authors argue that current process-based models are not successful to confidently 
predict morphological development of estuarine systems on the long-term (e.g. 100 years) in 
which hydrodynamic forcing’s (tidal flow, waves and river discharges concurrently) vary in time, 
independently from each other, for assessment of climate change impacts. They propose an 
alternative strategy to gain qualitative insights into CC impacts on morphological development, in 
their case the stability of small tidal inlet systems, the snap-shot approach.  

Within this approach, a morphological model is validated for present day condition and then 
can be used for future projection under  future forcing for relative short periods (e.g. 1 year snap-
shot simulations) for  future scenarios (e.g. 2050, 2100). There are 2 modelling approaches 
developed based on both present and future data availability, namely for data poor (Duong et al., 
2017) and data rich environment (Duong et al., 2018). Within the future snap-shot simulations, 
marine (e.g. tides, SLR and waves) and fluvial (e.g. river flow, fluvial sediment transport) forcings 
are adjusted according to CC projections (available coarse global projections in data poor and 
local dynamically downscaled projections in data rich environment), at the desired future year. 

In addition, SLR driven basin infilling can be included. This process accounts for the increase 
in estuarine volume below mean water level, due to SLR. Namely, the estuary will try to maintain 
its equilibrium basin volume. To maintain the basins equilibrium volume, additional sediment will 
need to be imported either from the river, or else from offshore to raise the estuarine bed level 
according to SLR. However, this process of basin infilling experiences a lag, which is caused by 
the difference in time scale between the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics. This lag can be 
calculated using the estuary characteristics (Ranasinghe et al., 2013). Hereby, a lag of 0.5 
indicates that when SLR in 2100 is 1m, the process of SLR driven basin infilling within that 
estuary will increase bed levels with 0.5m. Within this method, it is noted that estuarine 
hypsometry remains as it was in the present. A schematization of the method for data rich 
environment is given below (Figure 4.9) 

 

Figure 4.10: Flow chart of the modelling approach for CC impact assessment at STIs in data rich environments. 

Subscripts ‘p’ and ‘f’ refer to ‘present’ and ‘future’ respectively. Retrieved from Duong et al. (2018). 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Within this literature report, the state-of-the-art and research gabs are identified on: ‘Efficient 
modelling of ecomorphology in estuaries to evaluate salt-intrusion solutions’. To guide this 
literature report, 5 literature questions were posed and researched. Below, these questions are 
answered.  

1. How does salt water intrude into estuaries? 

Salt water has a higher density then fresh water, causing the salt water to intrude inland over 
the estuarine bed, below the fresh water. This intrusion is most severe when sea levels are high, 
or river discharges are low. Whether the fresh- and salt water within an estuary is well mixed or 
stratified mainly depends on if the estuary is tide dominant or river discharge dominant, 
respectively (Savenije, 2006). Four processes contribute to salt water mixing. Turbulent mixing is 
a vertical mixing process caused by friction between the water motion and the estuarine bed. 
Gravitation mixing is a consequence of the tide-averaged circulation which is present in estuaries 
(MacCready & Geyer, 2009). Within estuaries with a relative narrow tidal inlet, tides can be 
trapped, resulting in mixing by tidal trapping. Residual currents at the estuarine outlet can result 
in tidal pumping (Savenije, 2006). 

2. How do estuarine sand dunes develop and what is their relation with saltwater-intrusion? 

Estuarine sand dunes are the estuarine equivalent bedforms of marine sand waves and river 
dunes. While limited research is performed on estuarine sand dunes, knowledge of its related 
bed forms provide insights on estuarine sand waves development. Namely, both tidal averaged 
flow observed in marine sand waves (Hulscher, 1996), and flow separation within river dunes are 
likely to be key processes for estuarine sand dune development (Paarlberg et al., 2007).  

By imposing a roughness on the motion of water, these bedforms can cause regions of 
turbulence, flow separation and mixing between the separated layers (Unsworth et al., 2018). 
This way, they can reduce SWI. However, to what extend is not yet known. 

3. How do natural systems at the estuarine sides develop and what is the feedback of this 
development on salt dynamics of estuaries?  

Due to the temporal inundation and aggregation of fertile soil, ecosystems such as salt 
marshes and bivalve beds are observed at the sides of estuaries. They develop through an 
interplay of hydrodynamics, sediment dynamics, morphology and ecology. Hereby, local 
interactions create small scale patches, and larger scale processes determine the morphology of 
these patches relative to the rest of the landscape (van de Koppel et al., 2012). They are 
sensitive to high energy hydrodynamic conditions (Bouma et al., 2016; de Paoli et al., 2015), and 
hence are found in sheltered areas, e.g. estuaries, behind barrier islands, etc. Development of 
these systems is increasingly better understood. However, their relation to development of the 
entire estuary less so. 

Moreover, the relation between estuarine sides and SWI is not yet researched. Though, 
through mixing by vertical flow circulation, tidal pumping, tidal trapping or by inducing turbulence 
(Savenije, 2006), they might affect SWI. While system understanding points to the potential of 
estuarine sides to reduce SWI, this hypothesis is yet to be tested. 

4. How is state-of-the-art salt-intrusion and ecomorphological modelling performed? 

A considerable number of state-of-the-art, process-based modelling studies were identified on 
salt-intrusion, morphological and ecomorphological modelling. Until recently, salt-intrusion models 
(from 1D to fully 3D) showed limited accuracy, underestimating intrusion lengths. Recent 
developments within 3D models, combined 𝜎-𝑧 horizontal layering, showed improvement hereof 
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(van der Kaaij, 2020). Identified salt-intrusion models, assessing CC impacts, focus only on 
hydrodynamic developments. However, Eslami et al. (2019) shows that morphological changes 
cannot be excluded to accurately forecast SWI. Morphological modelling is performed using 
idealized models, to improve system understanding, or realistic models, used to hind- or forecast 
development of a specific area (Van der Wegen & Jaffe, 2013), enabling assessments of measures 
and scenarios (Eslami et al., 2019; Siemes et al., 2020). A reoccurring theme with these models 
is their computational restraints (Li et al., 2018). Recently, biological modules are developed and 
added to the morphological models, enabling simulation of ecomorphology (Damveld et al., 2020; 
Poppema et al., 2019; Schwarz et al., 2018). The resulting models show the substantial impact 
that biology can have on morphological development. Schwarz et al. (2018) proposes a framework; 
showing when vegetation modules are of key importance to determine wetland development. 

5. Which methods are available to reduce computational efforts? 

A reoccurring limitation of the state-of-the-art models are their computational restraints. In 
daily modelling practices, upscaling techniques are applied to reduce model complexity while the 
desired output remains valid. The main benefit of upscaling techniques is their applicability for 
almost all modelling purposes. In uncertainty-, sensitivity-, or intervention studies, a multitude of 
simulations are required. Hereby, surrogates can prove useful. Physics-based surrogates link 
output of correlated models using response surfaces. Examples hereof are the multi-fidelity 
approach (Berends et al., 2019), or linking pre- and post- adjustment models (Berends et al., 
2018). Data-driven surrogates create response surfaces purely based on training data, after 
which the response surface can be applied to approximate output. Razavi et al. (2012b) and 
Goldstein et al. (2019) give a great overview of data-driven surrogates within water resource 
models and data analysis within coastal sediment transport and morphodynamics, respectively. 
Herein, methods related to data-driven surrogates, their potential and limitations are discussed. 
Finally, in some cases, separation of timescales can prove beneficial, e.g. when assessing the 
impact of CC to future hydrodynamics or morphology. Great examples hereof are the methods 
described by Leuven et al. (2019) or the snap-shot approach of Duong et al. (2016). 
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